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Overview

Production and decay modes at the LHC
Higgs searches: example of the H®WW channel at ATLAS
Summary of the main results at ATLAS and CMS

➢ Will cover most sensitive channels
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Higgs production

Jet

Jet
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Higgs decays

5 different decay modes
➢ High mass: ZZ, WW
➢ Low mass: bb, gg, WW, ZZ, tt

Low mass very challenging
➢ Large backgrounds

Best mass resolution: H→gg, H→ZZ→llll
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Search channel

It normally implies a production mode plus a decay mode, characterized by 
some experimental signatures
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Cross sections at the LHC

Total production cross section at LHC:
~ 103 x s(bb)

~107 x s(W®mn)

~108  x s(tt)
~5x1010 x s(H) (m

H
 ~ 100 GeV)

s(di-jet) for jets with E
T
 > 7 GeV is ~ 50% of 

s(tot)
Most interactions produce jets
➢ Either quarks or gluons

Need to identify clear signatures that 
distinguish the processes of interest 
from this background
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Geneva Airport pp LHC accelerator

CERN main site
SPS accelerator

CERN 2nd site

27 km

The Large Hadron Collider

pp collisions at
➢ 8 TeV in 2012
➢ 7 TeV in 2010/11

20 MHz p bunch 
crossing rate
Up to ~40 collisions 
per bunch crossing!
Four experiments: 
ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, 
ALICE
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LHC delivered data (2011-2012)

➢ 20.8 fb-1 8 TeV pp collisions
➢ 5.2 fb-1 7 TeV pp collisions

➢ 95.8% physics quality data
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Pile-up

Z®mm event with 25 
additional interactions
Typical average event 
in the second half of 
2012
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The ATLAS and CMS detectors
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More than 20 years of continuous work...
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ATLAS and CMS Collaborations

Each of them composed of
➢ >4000 members
➢ >3000 physicists
➢ ~180 institutions
➢ ~40 countries

Examples of a truly global 
collaboration!
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The ATLAS detector
Muon Spectrometer: |η|<2.7
Air-core toroids and gas-based muon chambers
σ/pT = 2% @ 50GeV to 10% @ 1TeV (ID+MS)

EM calorimeter: |η|<3.2 
Pb-LAr Accordion
σ/E = 10%/√E⊕0.7%

Hadronic calorimeter: 
|η|<1.7 Fe/scintillator 
1.3<|η|<4.9 Cu/W-Lar
σ/Ejet= 50%/√E⊕3% 

➢44 m long,  25 m heigh
➢≈108 electronic channels
➢3-level trigger reducing 40 MHz 
collision rate to 300 Hz of events to tape

Inner Tracker: |η|<2.5, B=2T 
Si pixels/strips and Trans. Rad. Det.
σ/pT = 0.05% pT (GeV)⊕ 1%
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Particle identification
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Jets

Quarks/gluons hadronize producing a colimated spray of particles: jets
➢
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Particle identification @CMS

Global Event Description—Particle flow algorithm
Combines and links signals from different sub-detectors
Provides optimal event description for a list of particles (e, m, g, hadrons, missing 
transverse energy) 
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Particle identification @CMS

Global Event Description—Particle flow algorithm
Combines and links signals from different sub-detectors
Provides optimal event description for a list of particles (e, m, g, hadrons, missing 
transverse energy) 

Since I am going to present
the example of H->WW in 
ATLAS, I will describe the  
details from ATLAS
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Particle reconstruction

From the properties of the particles produced in its decay we can infer the 
properties of the Higgs boson

E2 = (mc2)2 + (pc)2 

20 years of particle 
physics in one single plot
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H®gg
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H®gg analysis

Two isolated photons
Search for a narrow peak on a 
large continuum

Main background:
Continuum gg production
g+jet, jet+jet

H®gg candidate event

arXiv:1207.7214

Background composition

http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.7214
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g identification & energy measurement

Stable photon ID peformance with pile-up
Calorimeter E response studied with Z, J/y 
and W decays

➢ Energy scale at m
Z
 known to ~ 0.5%

➢ Linearity better than 1%
Excellent mass resolution (1.6-3.1 GeV)

➢ Use calorimeter segmentation to associate 
g to primary vertex (s

z
 ~ 15 mm) 
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g identification & energy measurement

Stable photon ID peformance with pile-up
Calorimeter E response studied with Z, J/y 
and W decays

➢ Energy scale at m
Z
 known to ~ 0.5%

➢ Linearity better than 1%
Excellent mass resolution (1.6-3.1 GeV)

➢ Use calorimeter segmentation to associate 
g to primary vertex (s

z
 ~ 15 mm) 

Situ
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Improved photon identification & calibration

Both, ATLAS and CMS, improved their photon energy measurement and 
identification procedures
Validated the energy scale and systematics with data

➢
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H®gg analysis categories

Different analysis categories based 
Converted/unconverted photons
Photon location in the detector
Di-photon transverse momentum with 
respect to thrust
Production mechanism

➢ VBF: use BDT
➢ VH enriched
➢ ggF enriched
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H®gg results

CMS 
Best fit results:

➢ ATLAS
➢➢ mH = 125.98 ± 0.42 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) GeV

➢   m = s/s
SM

 = 1.29 0.30 

➢ mH = 124.7 ± 0.31 (stat) ± 0.15 (syst) GeV

➢   m = s/s
SM

 = 1.14+0.26
-0.23

 

Background fluctuation probability ~ 10-8
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H®gg high mass Higgs searches

No additional new resonances found
Limits imposed as a function of the mass 
of the new particle

➢ Assuming narrow resonances
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H®ZZ®4l analysis 
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H®ZZ®4l analysis 

Selection:
4 isolated leptons with high p

T
 

Z mass constraint on one l pair
Main backgrounds:

Continuum ZZ*®4l production
Z+jets, tt

 

arXiv:1207.7214

Discriminating variable: m
4l

Excellent mass resolution
1.6-2.4 GeV (4m, 4e)

Very good e/μ reconstruction efficiency
~97% for muons with p

T
>6 GeV

~98% (95%) for e reconstruction (identification)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.7214
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e and m reconstruction

Electrons: combine shower shape 
information from calorimeter with tracking 
information (including transition-radiation 
in TRT)
Muons: combined tracks in inner detector 
and muon chambers
MC simulation corrected to reproduce the 
detector resolution,
energy scale and 
efficiency precisely
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H®ZZ®4l results 

Best fit mass:
Minimum combined p0 value for m

H
= 124.3 GeV

➢ Expected p0: 5.7x10-6 (4.4 s)
➢ Observed p0:  2.7x10-11 (6.6 s) 

➢

4l mass spectrum (7+8 TeV)
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Search for other SM Higgs-like resonance in a large mass regime
Assume SM width
Test independently VBF and ggF to allow constraint new resonances 
that might have different production rates 

H®ZZ®4l results larger masses 
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CMS H®ZZ®4l results 

Kinematic discriminant to further 
separate signal and background
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Clear signal observed, compatible with SM expectations
Best mass fit:

Signal strength:

CMS H®ZZ®4l results 
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H®WW®lnln
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Jet Reconstruction

Use Anti-kT with R = 0.4
➢ Constituents: 3D clusters in calorimeter 

Calibrate to hadronic scale
Sensitive to pile-up
➢ Apply pile-up corrections
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Jet energy scale uncertainty

JES uncertainty dominated by in-situ 
uncertainties
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Missing ET performance

ETmiss resolution worsens 
significantly with increasing pile-up 

➢ Correct it using tracking 
information

Good data-MC agreement
➢

Calculated as the sum of the energy of 
all the identified objects (e, g, m, t, jets) 
and energy not associated to objects
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E
T

miss on the H®WW®lnln search

Calorimeter based E
T

miss

➢ Large rapidity coverage, sensitive to neutral 
particles

➢ Soft term: calibrated calorimeter clusters
p

T
miss:

➢ Soft term calculated using tracking
➢ Improves resolution by ~20%

p
T

miss,track:

➢

➢ Used in the 0-l to further reduce Drell-Yan
➢ Aligns p

T
miss,track to the jets in DY events

➢
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H®WW®lnln
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Main backgrounds

Di-boson production
➢ WW, WZ, ZZ

Others: W+jets, Wg, 
Drell-Yan

Top production:
➢ t-tbar
➢ Single top
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Event selection

Exploit the properties of the Higgs 
events to separate the signal from the 
backgrounds
Different channels affected by different 
backgrounds
➢ Small selection differences in 

opposite/same flavour final states
➢

Reject Z/Drell-Yan background
➢ Require large missing 

transverse energy
➢

Use calorimeter and 
tracking systems
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Analysis categories

Different flavour final state

Consider separately different categories: 0, 1, 2 jets
➢ Sensitive to different production mechanisms

➢ Gluon gluon fusion dominates the 0-jet category
➢ VBF dominate the 2-jet category

➢ Affected by different backgrounds

Same flavour final state
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Analysis categories

Further selection will depend on 
the analysis category
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Further selection
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Further selection
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Further selection (II)

Same flavour final state:
➢ Drell-Yan background still large

➢ Affected by pile-up 
➢ Hard to model it with MC

➢ Use recoil energy for further rejection

Require
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2-jet analysis

Dominated by VBF
Large rapidity gap between jets
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Transverse mass

Define the transverse mass:

Equivalent to the mass, but 
considering only transverse 
components
Sensitive to the Higgs mass 
in the high edge 
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Background estimation

Since it is not possible to reconstruct a narrow peak backgrounds have to 
be measured carefully!

Define control regions for each 
backgrounds

➢ Pure in that background
➢ Kinematically as similar as 

possible to signal region
Use CR to normalize the 
different backgrounds

➢ Global fit
Extrapolate to the signal region
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W+jets and QCD background

W+jets: 
Control sample: one loosely identified lepton
Transfer factor to signal region evaluated with a data sample dominated by QCD jets

➢ Probability of a jet faking a lepton
~25% to ~40% uncertainty depending on the analysis category

➢ Dominated by jet flavour composition in QCD versus W+jet events

QCD
Control sample with two anti-identified leptons 
Transfer factor estimated with data

Same charge control 
region
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Diboson backgrounds

Dibosons (Wg, ZZ, WZ)
Different flavour

➢ Use normalization control region
➢

➢
Same sign validation region

Same flavour: use MC for normalization
➢ Validated with the same sign region

➢ Diboson background 
composition and 
modelling from MC

➢

➢ Uncertainty dominated 
by jet scale (jet bin 
classification)

Same sign control region
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Top quark background estimation

Top:
Includes t-tbar and single top (Wt, qt)
Control sample: remove jet multiplicity or b-
tagging conditions depending on the channel

Details for the 0-jet channel:
Remove jet multiplicity cut

Top control region

Small overlap (<3%) of the SR and CR in 0-jet category
Purity in top quark events: 74%
Corrected by data/MC differences with a correction factor extracted b-tagged events

➢ Jet energy scale and resolution effects
➢ Two jets in t-tbar events
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WW background estimation

WW:
Invert Df

ll
 cut, require 55<m

ll
<110 GeV

Uncertainty dominated by extrapolation to SR
➢ Due to theoretical uncertainties (limited 

accuracy of the MC predictions: PDF, 
QCD factorization and renormalization 
scales, ...) 
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Z/g* background

Count events before/after f
recoil

 cut

Solve for

Where:   
➢ εnon-Z /γ∗ - fraction of eμ + μe data events passing the cut (pure in non-Z /γ∗ )
➢ εZ/γ∗ - fraction of ee + μμ events passing the cut in the Z peak (dominated by 

Z/γ∗)
Systematics:
➢ Compute differences between true and measured efficiencies
➢ ~50% for 0-jet and ~45% for 1-jet analysis
➢  
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Leading systematic uncertainties
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Signal extraction

Fit the transverse mass

Separate different analysis categories:
➢  0-, 1-, 2-jets

Split signal region at m
ll
= 30 GeV

0-jet
ee/mm 
channel

All analysis categories
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Signal extraction

Global fit for all signal and 
background regions
m = signal strength
Poisson terms for signal and 
background normalization
Constraints of the systematic 
uncertainties
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H®WW results

p
0
 = probability that the observed 

excess of events is due to a 
background fluctuation
Minimum p0 at 130 GeV (6.1s)
Same p0 at 125.36 GeV

➢ Expected 5.8s

Signal strength at 125.36 GeV:
➢

m
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Signal strength

Signal strength compatible with SM expectations
➢
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CMS H®WW results

In addition, they consider also a 3-lepton category (VH associated 
production)

m
T
 and m

ll
 after the final selection:
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CMS H®WW results

Combined results
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CMS H®WW VBF results
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WH®mnbb candidate event

WH®mnbb candidate event

Signatures :
High p

T
 isolated leptons,  2 b-jets, large E

T
miss 
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VH searches: 3 channels

0-lepton:
Large MET

1-lepton:
1 good lepton
MET, m

T
W consistent 

with W boson decay

2-leptons:
2 good leptons
No MET
Di-lepton mass 
compatible with m

Z

n

n Plus 2 good b-tagged jets
anti-kT with R=0.4
P

T
j1>45 GeV

p
T

j2>20 GeV

p
T

V dependent ΔR cut 

Dominant backgrounds:
Top 
V+heavy flavour jets
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Signal mass resolution

Improved mass resolution applying dedicated jet corrections
➢ Correction for muons in b-decays
➢ Correction for resolution effects (specific to Higgs decays)
➢ Resolution extracted from a Bukin function fit
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Fit validation: SM di-boson fit 

Fit strategy tested searching for the SM di-boson signal:

Signal strength for the di-boson signal:

WZ+ZZ with Z®bb
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VH (H®bb) results

Signal region divided in p
T

V and number of jets bins

Combined m
bb

 fit to all signal and backgrounds regions

JHEP01(2015)069

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP01%282015%29069
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CMS VH®bb

BDT to
➢ Improve mass resolution
➢ Optimize signal to background 

separation

VZ, with Z®bb, analysis:
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CMS VH®bb results

Excess of event observed at around 
125 GeV
➢ 2.1s significance (local)
➢ Compatible with a 125 GeV SM 

Higgs expectation
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H®tt 

Hadronically 
decaying t

Muon from a 
leptonically 
decaying t

Two forward 
jets (VBF 
signature)
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H®tt results

Using MVA to better disentangle signal from background

ATLAS-CONF-2013-108

Combined BDT score for all the 
search channels

CMS-HIG-13-004

CMS tt mass

Evidence for the Higgs decaying to tt pairs in both experiments
Signal strength: m = s/s

SM
 = 1.4+0.5

-0.4
 at ATLAS and 0.78±0.27 in CMS 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1643937?ln=en
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Associated production ttH

Very challenging channel
Important to measure top to Higgs coupling directly

➢ Indirect constraints from ggH production and Hgg decays
➢ Allows probing for New Physics contributions in the ggH and γγH 

vertices

,g

,g

arXiv:1408.1682

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1408.1682v1.pdf
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Associated production ttH

Very challenging channel
Important to measure top to Higgs coupling directly

➢ Indirect constraints from ggH production and Hgg decays
➢ Allows probing for New Physics contributions in the ggH and γγH 

vertices

CMS observes an excess of events corresponding to m = 2.81
ATLAS best fit signal strength: m = 1.6 ± 0.6(stat.) +1.1

-1.0
 (syst.) 

arXiv:1408.1682
ATLAS-CONF-2014-043

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1408.1682v1.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2014-043/
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Summary and conclusions

Both, ATLAS and CMS, collaborations observed a new boson in July 2012
➢ Original observation based on 3 channels with partial statistics
➢ Since then, statistics increased, and the analysis were refined
➢ Signal observed in individual decay channels 
➢ Evidence of fermionic decays 

➢ H®tt, H®bb
Work continues now to understand if this is the SM Higgs boson or any 
other boson

➢ Measure all its properties accurately (production and decay rates, spin, 
C and P, …)

Measurement of the new boson properties will be the subject of the next 
Higgs lecture

➢
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Backup
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H®gg background modelling

Background composition:
Dominated by continuum gg production 
(75%), followed by g+jet, jet+jet

Background estimated by fitting the di-photon 
mass distribution

Studied for each category with high-statistics 
MC before looking at data
Considered: n-order Bernstein polynomial, 
exp(P2), exponential
Choice based on largest expected sensitivity 
for 125 GeV signal

➢ Largest residual bias seen in MC 
experiments over 110-150 GeV taken as 
signal yield systematic

Example of a fit 
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Background estimation

ZZ continuum estimated with MC simulation
Z+jets and tt backgrounds estimated using control regions

➢ Transfer factors from control to signal regions from MC

No isolation or transverse impact 
parameter requirements on the             
sub-leading lepton pair

Z+jets, tt control region:

Relax invariant mass requirements on 
the lepton pairs

Z®4l control region:
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Differential fiducial cross sections 
ATLAS-CONF-2014-044 

Sensitive to
diff. production

modes

Sensitive to
Spin, CP

Sensitive to
QCD radiation

Production mode
Spin, CP

Calculated differential cross sections in 
many different variables in H®gg and H®ZZ
➢ Test theoretical predictions
➢ Sensitive to new physics effects

H®gg

H®ZZ
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